What visual cues do people use to judge facial expressions? Do those cues change with the observer's mood, or is emotion recognition in facial expressions based on the objective, formulaic facial cues that Paul Ekman's notion of universal facial expressions suggests in his 1970 publication, "Universal Facial Expressions of Emotion"? Such questions are informative and important because if mood changes how we interact with faces, the "seat of empathy," then our ability to enter into another's mental world becomes as unstable as our emotionality makes it. Using a reverse correlation technique by embedding random noise pixels on a face with an ambiguous facial expression (a copy of the Mona Lisa), the resulting facial image sometimes looks happy and sometimes sad. Subjects classified the facial expressions (happy or sad) for many different random patterns. The commonly categorized patterns were then averaged to identify which noise pixels influenced expression categorization. In addition, mood was induced in experiment 1 using sad or happy music, and in experiment 2, subjects were sorted by emotionality prescreen results. Based on previous research, we hypothesized that different noise pixels would be important in expression categorization depending on the manipulation mood. The results find that noise pixels around the corners of the mouth are important in determining the categorized facial expression, but that there was no difference in the cues used to make judgments between mood groups. 
